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Seeking Interested Participants to Help Us Fulfill Balance of Interest for Normative Ballots for Regular Cycle Consensus Groups for 2022Sep

Consensus Group Sign-Up Close Date: Thursday, August 11, 2022

To sign up, point your browser to the Ballot Desktop.

Important Note: Consensus group signup closes when ballot voting begins.

Consensus group enrollment will be available from a date at least four weeks preceding the ballot vote opening date and will continue until the opening of voting. While the exact dates are dependent upon individual ballot open and close dates, in general the consensus group signup period dates are as follows:

Ballot Open Date: Friday, August 12, 2022

Ballot Close Date: Monday, September 2, 2022

Generally, consensus group (pool) membership is high enough for us to predict that the balance of interest in the various (open) normative ballot consensus groups has been met. Still, we would like to solicit interested voters from the following groups to join the new pools for this cycle:

Reaffirmation of HL7 Version 3 Standard: Registries; Real Time Location Tracking, Release 1

Needs: Affiliate, Consultant, Govt/Univ, Payor, Pharmaceutical

Reaffirmation of HL7 Version 2: XML Encoding Rules, Release 2

Needs: Consultant, Govt/Univ, Payor, Pharmaceutical


Needs: Affiliate, Consultant, Govt/Univ, Payor, Pharmaceutical

Thanks,

Lynn
Lynn Laakso, Director of Technical Publications
Health Level Seven International
Lynn @ HL7 dot org, (906) 36 one – 5966

HL7® FHIR® Connectathon
September 17-18, 2022
Baltimore, Maryland

Register Now!

36th Annual Plenary & Working Group Meeting
September 17-23, 2022
Renaissance Harbor Place Hotel, Baltimore, Maryland

Register Now!
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